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Abstract. The formation of dislocation-free three-dimension-
al islands by heteroepitaxial growth of lattice mismatched
materials is utilized to produce partially ordered arrays of
quantum dots. The equilibrium shape of these islands results
from the competition between surface and elastic energies.
We have studied the systemInAs/GaAs(001) in detail.InAs
surface energies have been computedab initio for several
orientations, and the elastic energy of the islands has been cal-
culated within a continuum theory. The resulting equilibrium
islands are hills bounded by{110}, {111}, and {1̄1̄1̄} facets
and a(001) surface on top. We compare to experiment and
discuss the influence of growth kinetics on the shape.

PACS: 68.65.+g

Quantum dots have raised intense recent interest due to
their peculiar electronic properties characteristic for a zero-
dimensional system, which drastically differ from those of the
bulk. In a sense they can be regarded as novel artificial mate-
rials. Technology can profit from these materials, using them,
for example, to improve the performance of semiconductor
devices (e.g., the quantum dot laser [1]) or even to construct
new kinds of devices (e.g., the single electron transistor [2]).
However, quantum dots are fascinating objects also for basic
research, and the physics of these low-dimensional structures,
such as quantum wires and quantum dots, represents a rapidly
growing branch of semiconductor physics.

Quantum dots can be prepared by enclosing small three-
dimensional islands of a low-bandgap semiconductor in
a wide-bandgap semiconductor matrix. Provided the bands
are appropriately aligned, the valence and conduction bands
produce a confinement potential for the holes in the valence
band and the electrons in the conduction band [3]. Thus the
electronic density of states of the quantum dot consists of
delta peaks as opposed to the continuous spectrum of the
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bulk. For this reasons such an island is sometimes referred to
as a “super-atom”, to emphasize this difference to a solid.

To act as a quantum dot, the size of the island has to lie
within a certain range. The lower size limit follows from the
requirement that the confinement potential has to have at least
one bound state, i.e., the potential must not be too shallow.
On the other hand, the islands should not exceed a certain
size, else, when the energy-level spacing becomes too small,
the desired quantum dot properties will be lost due to ther-
mal smearing and evaporation of carriers from the dot. The
size limitation depends on the material, e.g., forInAs quan-
tum dots inGaAsLedentsov [4] has given an estimate that the
diameter of the islands should lie between 40 to200Å.

Such small structures are difficult to prepare by standard
lithography techniques. However, one can exploit an effect
that is well known in crystal growth but was for a long time
considered only a nuisance for device fabrication, i.e., the
roughening of a surface during heteroepitaxial growth [5, 6].
The aim of this work is to investigate the energetics of the
strained coherent islands that form during Stranski-Krastanov
growth of InAs on aGaAs(001) substrate, to derive the equi-
librium shape of the islands and to discuss possible conse-
quences concerning the stability of the islands and the basic
physics governing the growth.

1 Stranski-Krastanov Growth

When a material is grown on a lattice-mismatched substrate,
the elastic energy of a strained uniform film (UF)EUF =
cε2

0V (c: elastic constant,ε0: epitaxial strain,V: volume of
the film) increases linearly with film thickness. Thus it be-
comes unstable beyond some critical thickness (see Fig. 1).
Strain relaxation can be achieved by the introduction of dis-
locations and island formation. The energy of the dislocated
islands (DI) is given by the sum of the excess surface en-
ergy γ∆A (∆A denotes the increase in surface area due to
island formation) plus the island-substrate interface energy
λA0, which contains the energetical cost per area to create
dislocations. Obviously, for sufficiently large film thickness
it becomes energetically advantageous for the system to form
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Fig. 1. Strain relaxation during Stranski-Krastanov growth (schematic).
Light gray color denotes the substrate (GaAs), dark gray the lattice-
mismatched overlayer (InAs). The lines symbolize lattice planes. It is
assumed that surface and interface energies are such that the formation of
a wetting layer is energetically preferred. Top (UF): uniform strained film,
EUF = cε2

0V, Middle (DI): dislocated relaxed islands,EDI = γ∆A+λA0,
Bottom (CI): coherent strained islands,ECI = γ∆A+cε2

0V − Eel

such islands. However, there is another important and gener-
al mechanism of strain relaxation. For Ge grown on aSi(001)
surface, Eaglesham and Cerullo [7] observed the formation
of three-dimensional Ge islands that are dislocation-free. This
change in surface morphology is driven by the gain in elastic
relaxation energyEel of the coherent islands (CI) as com-
pared to the uniform film, which overcompensates the ener-
getical costγ∆A due to the increase of surface area.

The energy gain due to formation of a single either coher-
ent or dislocated island has been investigated by Vanderbilt
and Wickham [8]. A schematic diagram showing the stabil-
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram [8] showing the lowest energy configuration of
a single heteroepitaxial island as a function of its volume and a material pa-
rameter, the ratio of interface to excess surface energy, which is a measure
for the energy cost of dislocations at the substrate-island interface

ity range of the three different configurations is shown in
Fig. 2. Provided the interface energy for dislocated islands is
sufficiently large, increasing the volume will result in a tran-
sition from a uniform film to coherent islands, which yield
the energetically preferred morphology not only compared
to the uniform film but also compared to dislocated islands.
However, it is worthwhile noting that Fig. 2 is not a phase di-
agram [9]. When an ensemble of islands is considered, within
the scope of the approach outlined above larger islands will
grow on the expense of smaller ones, i.e., Ostwald ripening
will take place.

The strain-induced self-assembly of small coherent is-
lands has been applied successfully to produce ordered arrays
of quantum dots [4]. A frequently studied material system
is InAs/GaAs(001) [5, 10–20], with a large lattice mismatch
of about7%. A rather puzzling experimental observation has
been the narrow width of the island size distribution [5, 11]. In
fact this represents an important as well as desirable feature
of quantum dot growth, because in general both in measure-
ments and device applications the delta-function shaped elec-
tronic density of states of every single quantum dot will be
smeared out by ensemble averaging over the size distribution.
Thus it is important to understand the mechanism governing
the size distribution; its narrowness appears to be incompati-
ble with Ostwald ripening. Several mechanisms [21–24] have
been suggested; however, even the question whether it is due
to kinetics or energetics is still controversial.

In this article we will focus on the equilibrium shape of
coherent three-dimensionalInAs islands. Knowledge of the
equilibrium shape as a function of volume is an essential
prerequisite for deciding upon the true growth mechanism.
Though kinetic effects will be important, three-dimensional
islands close to equilibrium should be observable under ap-
propriate experimental conditions: When the concentration
of quantum dots is low, diffusion of atoms on a single is-
land should be faster than material exchange between the
islands. Thus shape equilibration should occur on a timescale
faster than that of Ostwald ripening. Conversely, if already the
experimentally observed shape deviates from the equilibri-
um shape, equilibrium thermodynamics will not be adequate
to describe the island size distribution under the respective
growth conditions.
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It is not feasible, and also not necessary, to compute the
total energy of an entire quantum dot within a singleab ini-
tio calculation. We have broken up the problem into two
steps. First we computeInAs surface energies for several sur-
face orientations by using density-functional theory. Then the
elastic relaxation energy is calculated within continuum theo-
ry for the case of a low island concentration, applying a finite
element approach. The total energy of the islands, including
the elastic energy of the strain field in the substrate, is given
by the sum of these two energy contributions. All the more
delicate effects [22] like the strain-dependence of the sur-
face energy are neglected for the purpose of predicting island
shapes at fixed volume.

2 Surface energy

The stable surface reconstruction is the one with the low-
est surface free energy. In case of two-component systems,
like the surfaces of III–V compounds, the stoichiometry of
the surface enters as an additional, chemical degree of free-
dom into the optimization. To compare surfaces of different
stoichiometry, a chemical potential is introduced, which de-
scribes the energy it takes to extract an atom from the respec-
tive reservoir. The surface energy of areaA as a function of
chemical potential is

γA = Esurf(Ni )−
∑

i

µi Ni , (1)

with µi denoting the free energy per particle in the reser-
voir of speciesi , andNi the number of particles of speciesi .
Chemical equilibrium requires that the sum ofµIn andµAs
equalsµInAs, the energy perIn-As pair in bulk InAs. Thus
there is only one independent variable describing the chem-
ical environment, which we take to beµAs, and the surface
energy is calculated from the total energyEtot via

γA = Etot −µInAsNIn −µAs(NAs − NIn) . (2)

In the following we will discuss surface energies at zero
temperature and pressure and neglect corrections from zero-
point vibrations. We have carried out total-energy calcula-
tions within density-functional theory. Similar calculations
for GaAsare described in [25]; details of the calculation can
be found there. Hence only the main features of the computa-
tional procedure will be outlined below.

The local-density approximation is applied to the exchange-
correlation energy-functional by using Perdew and
Zunger’s [26] parameterization of the correlation energy of
the homogeneous electron gas [27]. Surfaces are approximat-
ed by periodically repeated slabs. For example, in case of the
(111) orientation, we use a supercell with a (2×2) surface
unit-cell and 10 atomic layers, the topmost 4 of which are ful-
ly relaxed. Atoms in the remaining layers are fixed at their
bulk positions, and we use our theoretical lattice constant of
5.98Å.

The simplest approach to calculate surface energies would
be to take the same reconstruction on both sides of the slab.
In that case the surface energy can directly be inferred from
the total energy of the slab by subtracting the bulk energy
[(2) gives the precise expression applicable also for nonstoi-
chiometric slabs]. However, this approach does not work for

arbitrary surface orientations. For example,(111)-slabs are
built of a stack ofIn-As double layers, which are cation or an-
ion terminated, respectively, on the opposite sides of the slab.
Therefore the two surfaces of the slab are necessarily inequiv-
alent. Chetty and Martin [28] solved this problem by intro-
ducing an energy density. Integrals of the energy density over
suitably chosen subvolumes of the supercell, e.g., volumes
bounded by bulk mirror planes, yield total energies that are
well defined and can be interpreted as the energies of the top
and bottom half of the slab. From these the surface energies
of the top and bottom surface can be derived independently.
We have implemented the energy density formalism into the
fhi93cp plane-waves total-energy code [29]. Applying the
energy density formalism, we have the freedom to choose dif-
ferent ways to terminate the slab on its bottom side. So we
fix the atoms at their bulk positions and saturate all dangling
bonds with hydrogen-like potentials [30] with atomic num-
berZ = 1.25 for bonds to In atoms andZ = 0.75 for bonds to
As atoms. Surfaces saturated in this way are semiconducting
without any states in the bulk band-gap, and the interaction
between the two surfaces of the slab is minimal.

TheIn andAs atoms are described by norm-conservingab
initio pseudopotentials [31]. Thed-potentials are chosen as
the local potentials, and the nonlocals- and p-potentials are
cast into the Kleinman-Bylander [32] form. The wavefunc-
tions are expanded into plane waves, with a kinetic energy
cutoff of 10 Ry. The electron density is calculated using spe-
cial k-point sets [33] with a density in reciprocal space equiv-
alent to 64k-points in the entire(100) (1×1) surface Brillouin
zone.

InAs surfaces are expected to display surface reconstruc-
tions equivalent to those ofGaAs. Therefore we have calcu-
lated the surface energy for the same structures as we already
considered in [25] forGaAs. Atomic geometries and the cor-
responding surface energies as a function of chemical poten-
tial are displayed in Figs. 3–10.

For the(110) orientation in case ofInAs always the re-
laxed (1×1) cleavage plane yields the lowest surface energy
independent of theAs chemical potential. TheAs-terminated
(110) (1×1) surface, which forGaAsbecomes stable under
As-rich conditions [25], remains unstable. The relaxed cleav-
age surface displays the well-known outward rotation of the
As-atom, investigated experimentally by Duke et al. [34] by
using low-energy electron-diffraction.

For the (100) orientation our calculation yields the
β2(2×4) reconstruction as the energetically preferred sur-
face structure underAs-rich conditions. Again, the most
As-rich c(4×4) reconstruction, which becomes stable inAs-
rich environment in case ofGaAs, does not become stable
for InAs. Experimentally [35] the surface reconstruction has
been reported to change from (2× 4) to (4× 2) as a func-
tion of As chemical potential; our calculated energy of the
β2(4×2) reconstruction is somewhat too large to reproduce
this transition.

Both for the (111) and the(1̄1̄1̄) orientation our pre-
dicted equilibrium reconstructions are consistent with recent
core-level and valence photoemission studies [36, 37]. While
the As-trimer structure becomes the energetically preferred
reconstruction of theGaAs(111) surface inAs-rich environ-
ment, forInAs the stoichiometricIn vacancy reconstruction is
stable independent of theAs chemical potential and theAs-
trimer structure remains always unstable. For the(1̄1̄1̄) orien-
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Fig. 3. Atomic structure models for theInAs(110) surface, top and side
views. Open and filled circles denoteAs and In atoms, respectively

tation on the other hand bothGaAsandInAs display equiva-
lent surface reconstructions, with anAs-trimer reconstruction
being stable underAs-rich conditions. On theGaAs (1̄1̄1̄)

surface a (
√

19×√
19) reconstruction characterized by two-

layer hexagonal rings has been observed inGa-rich environ-
ment by means of the scanning-tunneling microscope [38].
However, we have not yet carried out calculations for this
reconstruction, which would be rather expensive due to the
large unit cell.

Since epitaxial growth most often is performed underAs-
rich conditions, we will take the surface energies for surfaces
in equilibrium with bulk arsenic (i.e.,µAs = µAs(bulk)) when
comparing island shapes etc. to experiment. For convenience,
the surface energies are reproduced in Table 1. They are dis-
tinctly smaller than those ofGaAs[25]. A significant part of
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Fig. 4. Surface energy of variousInAs(110) surface reconstructions as
a function of theAs chemical potential

Table 1. The equilibrium surface reconstructions ofInAs in equilibrium
with bulk As and their surface energies

orientation reconstruction surface energy
[meV/Å2]

(110) (1×1) relaxed cleavage plane 41
(100) β(2×4) 44
(111) (2×2) In vacancy 42
(1̄1̄1̄) (2×2) As trimer 36

the difference is simply due to the7% larger lattice constant
of InAs as compared toGaAs; in general for a given recon-
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Fig. 5. Atomic structure models for theInAs(100) surface
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Fig. 6. Surface energy of variousInAs(100) surface reconstructions as
a function of the As chemical potential
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Fig. 7. Atomic structure models for theInAs(111) surface

struction, the energies per surface unit-cell differ less between
the two materials than the energies per surface area.

Let us now consider an unstrained free-standingInAs
crystal that is perfectly equilibrated. It will adopt a certain
shape, which minimizes the total surface energy at fixed vol-
ume. In the thermodynamic limit of infinitely large volume
this is called the equilibrium crystal shape (ECS). We have
calculated the ECS ofInAs in As-rich environment, apply-
ing the Wulff construction to the data in Table 1; the re-
sult is displayed in Fig. 11. Since only the surface energies
for the {110}, {100}, {111}, and{1̄1̄1̄} orientations enter our
Wulff construction, we cannot exclude that additional orienta-
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Fig. 8. Surface energy of variousInAs(111) surface reconstructions as
a function of theAs chemical potential
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Fig. 9. Atomic structure models for theInAs(1̄1̄1̄) surface
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Fig. 10. Surface energy of variousInAs(1̄1̄1̄) surface reconstructions as
a function of theAs chemical potential
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Fig. 11. Equilibrium shape ofInAs in As-rich environment. Surfaces are
labelled by their Miller indices

tions might appear on the ECS, however the low Miller-index
orientations are expected to be the most prominent ones. In
fact we find that all four surface orientations{110}, {100},
{111}, and{1̄1̄1̄} co-exist on the ECS, i.e., these surfaces are
thermodynamically stable with respect to faceting. This is in
agreement with the observed shape of large, and thus presum-
ably fully relaxed,InAs islands grown on aGaAssubstrate by
metal-organic vapour-phase epitaxy by Steimetz et al. [39].

3 Elastic relaxation energy

In addition to the surface energies, the equilibrium shape of
the coherent strained islands is controlled by the elastic re-
laxation energy. We have calculated the elastic energy within
a continuum approach. The experimental second- and third-
order elastic moduli ofGaAs [40] are used to describe the
elastic properties of both the substrate and the island. This
approximation does not affect our conclusions, as has been
shown by additional calculations by using the linear elas-
tic constants ofGaAs and InAs. A finite element approach
is applied to solve the nonlinear elasticity problem. Both
the island and a sufficiently thick slab representing the sub-
strate are divided into small irregularly shaped tetrahedra.
The displacement fieldu(r ) is tabulated on the vertices of this
partitioning. Within each tetrahedron the linear interpolation
uniquely determined by the values ofu at the four corners of
the tetrahedron is taken foru(r ). Therewith the strain tensor
ε(r ) becomes piecewise constant. The total elastic energy is
calculated by summing the elastic energy density within each
tetrahedron, which is a function of local strain, times the vol-
ume of the tetrahedron over all tetrahedra. This expression is
iteratively minimized with respect to the displacement field.
This procedure is repeated for finer and finer partitioning of
the volume and the results are finally extrapolated to fineness
equal to zero.

In searching for the equilibrium island shape, many dif-
ferent geometries have to be considered. However, for some
geometries we can avoid repeating the full finite-element cal-
culation and instead use a simple analytic approach that gives
a sufficiently accurate approximate answer (see also [41]).
Our approach is based on the scaling law of elastic energy
with volume and the observation, that the tops of pyrami-
dal islands with{101} or {111} and {1̄1̄1̄} faces are almost
completely relaxed. LetEpyr denote the elastic energy of

a strained pyramid-shaped epitaxial island with volumeV.
We create a truncated pyramid with energyE′ and volumeV ′
by slicing off the top of the pyramid with a(001) plane. From
the variational property of the elastic energy as a functional of
u(r ), we get an estimate forE′:

E′ ≤ Epyr −
∫

V\V′
f
(
ε(r )

)
d3r , (3)

the integral representing the elastic energy contained in that
part of the pyramid that has been sliced off. Finally we make
use of the scaling lawEelast∼ V to transformE′ from V ′ back
to the original volumeV and in this way get the energyEmesa
of a truncated pyramid with volumeV:

Emesa≤ V/V ′

Epyr −
∫

V\V′
f
(
ε(r )

)
d3r

 . (4)

In the following we are going to even neglect the contribution
from the integral in (4). This simple approximation yields sat-
isfying results as can be judged from Fig. 12 in the following
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Fig. 12. Energy gain due to formation of coherent islands in comparison
to a strained uniform film. The elastic energyEelast plus the surface en-
ergy Esurf minus the energy of the corresponding uniform strained film
EUF is plotted vs. the heightH of the truncated pyramid, normalized to the
height Hpyr of a pyramid with the same volume. The truncated pyramids
are bounded by four{110} facets and one (001) facet. The curves are pa-
rameterized by the widthL of the pyramid, which just represents a simple
measure for the volume. The filled circles denote computed values, while
the lines represent the analytic approximation discussed in Sect. 3 where the
strain energy in the almost relaxed top of the pyramid is neglected
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Section. The full lines, based on the approximationV/V ′Epyr
for the elastic energyEmesa, pass through the data points com-
puted with the finite-element code.

4 Equilibrium island shape

The equilibrium shape of a strained coherent epitaxial island
is derived by minimizing its total energy with respect to its
shape. The total energy is approximated by the sum of the
elastic energy and the surface energies of all facets forming
the island, less the surface energy of that portion of the(001)
plane that is covered by the island. Owing to the different
scaling properties of the elastic and the surface energy, the
optimum island shape depends on volume.

To illustrate the main physical mechanism of how strain
effects change the morphology of islands, we first restrict
ourselves to a very small portion of configuration space. We
consider only a square based pyramid with four{101} faces
and the related truncated pyramids terminated by an addition-
al (001) plane on top. The size of each mesa-shaped island
is adjusted in such a way that its volume stays equal to the
volume of the original pyramid. When a truncated pyramid is
created in this way, the elastic energy increases in comparison
to the elastic energy of the original pyramid because material
from the top of the pyramid, where it is almost completely re-
laxed, is deposited into the remaining mesa, where it is under
considerable strain. On the other hand, given theInAs sur-
face energies in Table 1, the total surface energy decreases.
The optimum configuration results from the competition be-
tween these two energy contributions. However, the variation
with island size differs for these two contributions. While the
elastic energy scales linearly with volumeV, the total sur-
face energy is proportional to the surface area, i.e., it scales
with V2/3. Therefore the optimum shape becomes a function
of volume, with the surface energy being more important at
small volume and the elastic energy dominating at large vol-
ume. This explains the results displayed in Fig. 12. For small
island volume, the total energy gain due to island formation
adopts its optimum for some mesa-shaped island. When the
volume is increased, the strain effects gain more influence.
Accordingly the minimum of the total energy curves becomes
less pronounced and shifts towards the pyramidal geometry.
One should keep in mind, however, that, from a practical
point of view, the range of island size for which above scaling
arguments are applicable is limited. ForV → 0, atomistic ef-
fects and two-dimensional islands (for which the dependence
of elastic energy on size is perfectly different) will become
important, while for large volumes the preferred relaxation
mechanism will change and dislocations will be generated at
the island-substrate interface.

To derive the equilibrium island shape, we now have to
account for the whole variety of possible island configura-
tions. However, it is sensible to first restrict this search to
those surface orientations that appear on the ECS (Fig. 11).
Surfaces with a smaller slope than the(101) plane that do
not exist on the ECS could facet into the thermodynamically
stable orientations{101}, {111}, {1̄1̄1̄}, and(001). In gener-
al, bulk strain effects should further aid this process because
they tend to favor islands with steeper faces, while there is no
a priori estimate for the contribution from surface stress. We
have calculated the elastic and surface energies only for vari-

ous arbitrarily shapedInAs islands bounded by{101}, {111},
and{1̄1̄1̄} facets. The results are displayed by filled symbols
in Fig. 13. The elastic energies of the related(001)-truncated
“mesa-shaped” islands have been derived from the simple an-
alytic approximation introduced in Sect. 3, the corresponding
results are marked by open circles in Fig. 13.

The optimum island shape at a given volume is deter-
mined by that point where the line of constant total energy
touches the manifold of island energies from below. Even
when the volume is changed we can nevertheless still read
the optimum shape from the same graph. From the scaling
relations, we know that the ordinate does not change, while
the abscissa has to be rescaled according toEsurf/V ∼ V−1/3.
Therefore only the slope of the total energy line decreases
when the volume increases, and hence the whole evolution of
equilibrium island shape with volume can be extracted from
Fig. 13.

The equilibrium islands are hills bounded by{101}, {111},
and{1̄1̄1̄} faces and a(001) surface on the top (see Fig. 14).
As explained above, owing to the different scaling properties
of elastic and surface energy larger islands are steeper than
the smaller ones. This can be recognized in Fig. 14 by com-
paring the relative sizes of the(101) and(111) or (11̄1) faces
of the two islands. At larger volume, the steeper(111) and
(11̄1) faces become more prominent. Our calculated island
shape is similar to the shape ofInP islands onGaInPobserved
by Georgssonet al.[42]. However, the surface energies ofInP
will differ from those ofInAs, making this comparison diffi-
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Fig. 13. Elastic energy per volumeEelast/V vs. surface energy per volume
Esurf/V for InAs islands with volumeV = 2.88×105 Å3. Squares, square
based pyramid with four{101} faces and(001)-truncated{101}-pyramids.
Diamonds, square based pyramids with two{111} and two {1̄1̄1̄} faces
and (001)-truncated pyramids. Triangles up, “huts” with two{111} and
two {1̄1̄1̄} faces. Triangles down, square based{101} pyramids with{1̄1̄1̄}-
truncated edges. Dots, islands with four{101}, two {111}, and two{1̄1̄1̄}
faces. Filled symbols denote numerical results, while open circles have been
calculated using the simple analytical approximation for(001)-truncated
“mesa-shaped” islands described in Sect. 3, assuming that the elastic energy
does not change when the almost fully relaxed top of the island is cut off.
Full lines connect islands that are created in this way, varying the height of
the(001) surface plane. The dashed line is the curve of constant total energy
Eelast+ Esurf that selects the equilibrium shape (for the particular volume
V = 2.88×105 Å3)
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Fig. 14a,b.The equilibrium shape of strained coherent InAs islands at two
different volumes,a V = 8×104 Å3, b V = 36×104 Å3

cult as long as no density-functional results are available for
this material. Various shapes have been reported forInAs is-
lands grown onGaAs(001). Moison et al. [11] have observed
rather flat islands having{410} facets. Nabetani et al. [14] re-
port {113}A-facets. Leonard et al. [12] describe the shapes
as planoconvex lenses with a radius to height aspect ratio
of about 2. TheInAs islands grown onGaAs(001) by Ruvi-
movet al.[16, 43] are{101}-bounded pyramids. These shapes
differ from the equilibrium shape predicted theoretically. In
the following Sect., we will consider effects that can cause
a deviation of the experimentally observed shape from the
equilibrium island shape discussed above.

Finally we note that due to the continuous change of the
optimum island shape with the size, both the surface energy
and elastic energy of the equilibrium islands do not follow the
simple scaling lawsEsurf ∼ V2/3 and Eelast∼ V any more.
Instead, the total energy of the equilibrium islands can be de-
rived from a Legendre transform of the low-energy envelope
of the data in Fig. 13. Of course our approach still leads to
Ostwald ripening by means of its construction. To allow for
the possibility of an equilibrium island size further interac-
tions would have to be considered [22].

5 Discussion

Next we consider additional possible mechanisms that might
affect the shape of the coherent islands.

The equilibrium crystal shape displayed in Fig. 11 refers
to a crystal inAs-rich environment. TheAs chemical po-
tential has been fixed atµAs(bulk), because this is expected
to reasonably reflect typical experimental conditions during
molecular beam epitaxial growth. However, ifµAs is var-
ied, theInAs surface energy changes for the(1̄1̄1̄) orienta-
tion, and also slightly for the(001) orientation; therefore the
crystal will adopt a different equilibrium shape. The surface
energy of the(110) orientation imposes an upper limit of

∼ 50 meV/Å2 on the energy of a stable(1̄1̄1̄). From Fig. 10
we have to conclude that the(1̄1̄1̄) surface will thus become
thermodynamically unstable forµAs < µAs(bulk) −0.2 eV, as
far as no other reconstruction, like the (

√
19×√

19), more
stable than theIn adatom structure comes into play. On the
other hand, the energies of both theInAs (110) and(111) sur-
face do not depend on theAs chemical potential. Therefore
the{111} faces will exist on the ECS independent ofµAs.

The variation of the surface energy due to the strain at the
surface has been neglected so far. Here we will give a very
rough estimate for this effect, only considering the linear
term εi j σi j but no higher-order terms [22]. We have calcu-
lated the stress of theGaAs(110) (1×1) surface to be tensile
and equal to20 meV/Å2 parallel to [001] and 57 meV/Å2

parallel to [11̄0]. Furthermore we assume that about30%
of the total {110} surface area is strained (we simply take
the epitaxial strain though the true surface strain tensor will
be anisotropic) while the rest is assumed to be completely
relaxed. Then the decrease of the average(110) surface en-
ergy due to strain becomes∆γ = −1.6 meV/Å2. However,
in order to drive the(111) surface (which has a surface en-
ergy equal to41.5 meV/Å2) unstable with respect to faceting
into {110} surfaces, the(110) surface energy would have to be
lowered by about7.3 meV/Å2, which is still larger by a factor
of four than the strain effect estimated above. Thus, though
the surface stress is rather important and should be included
in a more refined version of the theory of the equilibrium is-
land shape, it does not appear to be sufficient to completely
suppress the{111} surfaces on the theoretical shapes.

Finite size effects with respect to the surface energies
might also play a role for the shape of the equilibrium islands.
Facets are small, containing only of the order of 100 atoms
for a typical quantum dot, and this may impede the formation
of reconstructions with large surface unit-cells on small is-
lands. Furthermore, a considerable part of the atoms in a facet
form edge-atoms. Edge energies are not included in our cal-
culation of the equilibrium shape, mainly because no reliable
numbers are available, but also because they scale with island
volume only likeV1/3. The general trend will be to reduce en-
ergy by reducing the length of the edges. For example, if the
{101}/{111} edge would have a sufficiently high energy per
length, total energy could be lowered by shrinking the{111}
facets. The{101} facets are preferred by this mechanism for
a geometrical reason: As the(111) plane is steeper than the
(101) plane, peaked islands [i.e., those without a(001) facet
on top] in general display{101} facets close to the top and
{111} or {11̄1} facets at their sides. These side facets will
shrink when edges are shortened. This effect loses importance
for larger islands; in particular both the{111} and the{1̄1̄1̄}
facets are in fact clearly visible on the large, dislocatedInAs
islands observed in experiment [39].

As Jesson et al. [23] have pointed out for theGe/Si sys-
tem, kinetic effects originating from the strain of the island
can result in self-limited growth and thus lead to a narrow
island size distribution. Moreover kinetic effects can as well
change the shape of the islands. As depicted in Fig. 15, there
is a belt of highly strained material close to the foot of the
island. If we assume that an additional layer preferentially
nucleates at the edge between the island and the substrate
surface as outlined in Fig. 16, the deposited material at the
bottom of the island will be highly strained. Thus the elastic
energy per volume is not constant; instead it fluctuates ac-
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(1-11) (111)

(101) -0.15

  0.0

+0.15

Fig. 15. Surface strain. The strain tensor has been calculated for a typical
epitaxial island with{101}, {111}, and{11̄1} faces [but for simplicity with-
out the (001)-plateau on top], all with the same distance from the origin.
The strain at the surface is defined by the appropriate two-dimensional trace
of the strain tensor. Figure 15 shows a top view of the pentagonal (101) face
and of the two adjacent triangular(11̄1) and (111) faces, which have both
been folded forward into the plane of the drawing. The local strain of the
(11̄1), (101), and (111) surfaces has been converted into a grayshade and
plotted on the surface. The dark region at the bottom is due to the large local
compression of the InAs close to the interface with theGaAssubstrate

Fig. 16. Island having the shape of a truncated pyramid. An additional layer
of material is growing on one of its faces. It is assumed that the layer nu-
cleates at the edge between the island and substrate surface. In that case the
newly deposited material is under large strain because it is located close to
the bottom of the island

cording to the layer by layer growth. The kinetic barrier that
arises is proportional to the volume of the deposited layer,
thereby hindering the growth of large islands and narrow-
ing the island size distribution in comparison to what would
be expected for simple Ostwald ripening. Furthermore, for
a given island the kinetic barrier will be small for a small
facet and large for a large side facet of the island. Provided
the growth of the facets proceeds layer-by-layer in the simple
way depicted in Fig. 16, this implies that material will pref-
erentially be deposited on the smaller facet, which thus will
grow faster and, finally, will vanish. This means that, if the
{111} and{1̄1̄1̄} facets are already sort of small (for example,
due to the additional energetical effects discussed above and
not accounted for in Fig. 14), the strain-induced barrier might
finally make this facet kinetically unstable.

6 Summary and Conclusion

We have calculated the equilibrium shape of strained coherent
InAs islands grown on aGaAssubstrate by minimizing their
total energy. The total energy is approximated by the sum of
the surface energies and the elastic energy.

InAs surface energies have been computedab initio for
the {110}, {100}, {111}, and{1̄1̄1̄} orientations. The equilib-
rium crystal shape is derived from these results by means of
the Wulff construction. InAs-rich environment all four sur-
face orientations co-exist on the ECS, which implies that they
are stable with respect to faceting. This is consistent with the
experimentally observed shape of large, presumably relaxed
InAs islands [39].

The elastic relaxation energy is calculated within a con-
tinuum model by using a finite-element approach. The equi-
librium islands are hills bounded by{110}, {111}, and{1̄1̄1̄}
facets and a(001) surface on top. They are similar to the ECS
in that they display all four different types of facets. The equi-
librium island shape depends on size, i.e., large islands are
steeper.

While similar island shapes have been observed in the ma-
terial systemInP/GaInP [42], our theoretical shape differs
from the{101}-boundedInAs pyramids grown by Ruvimov
et al. [16, 43] and the flatter island shapes observed by other
authors. We have discussed several energy corrections that
go beyond the simple approach outlined above and might re-
sult in somewhat more prominent{101} facets; in particular,
the larger (2×2) surface reconstructions might be disadvan-
tageous for very small facets. The residual difference between
the equilibrium island shape and the kinetic growth shape is
regarded as an indication for a kinetic barrier, which is in-
duced by the large strain close to the bottom of the island. As
suggested by Jesson et al. [23] and Chen and Washburn [44],
such a barrier would also explain the narrowing of the island
size distribution.
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